16 Clues
AIRPORTS and AIR TRAVEL

Read the clues and fill in the missing letters.

1. You can sit down in an airplane here. s __ t
2. This person flies an airplane. p __ l __
3. A plane does this when it begins to fly. t __ k __ o __ f
4. Another word for “baggage” is . . . __ g g __ e
5. This person travels by air. p __ s __ n g __ r
6. Another way to say “get on” a plane is . . . b __ r __
7. This is the door to leave the plane or airport. __ x __ t
8. You can find taxis at an airport here. t __ x __ s t __ n d
9. When a plane is not on time, it is . . . __ l a y __ d
10. This is the cheapest kind of airplane ticket. e __ o m y
11. When you get to another airport, you . . . a __ i __ e
12. The place between rows of seats is the . . . __ s l e
13. When you leave an airport, you . . . d __ p __ __ __
14. Put this on your suitcase. t __
15. He or she can help you carry baggage. p __ r t __ r
16. Put your food on this. __ r __ y
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Answer Key

1. seat
2. pilot
3. take off
4. luggage
5. passenger
6. board
7. exit
8. taxi stand
9. delayed
10. economy
11. arrive
12. aisle
13. depart
14. tag
15. porter
16. tray